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8...1. Field of the
Invention This invention

relates to the art of fishing
and, more particularly, to
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an apparatus for
conveniently and safely
releasing a hook from a

fish. 2. Description of the
Related Art The art of
fishing has undergone
many changes since its
early development. One

particularly difficult
problem has been the
inability of a person to

easily and safely release a
hook from the mouth of a

fish without the hook
becoming completely

embedded in the fish's
mouth. Numerous

solutions to this problem
have been proposed in

the art. One such solution
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is shown in U.S. Pat. No.
4,343,463 to Hamilton,
granted Aug. 10, 1982,

which discloses a device
comprising a rod portion

with a hook attached
thereto. A pawl, in the

form of a circular array of
parallel, spaced teeth, is
rotatably mounted to the
rod. The teeth fit into an
opening in the throat of a

fish and include a
manually operable lever
to move the teeth out of

the throat of the fish.
Once the teeth are

sufficiently removed from
the fish, the user releases

a lock so the teeth are
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brought back into the
throat of the fish and the

fish is released. This
device requires a complex
array of moving parts and
is inherently dangerous to
use. Since the fisherman

must move the teeth
close to the user's hand,
there is a danger that the

user's hand may be
pinched between the

teeth and the lock. U.S.
Pat. No. 2,659,008 to

Sobel, granted Nov. 17,
1953, discloses a device

similar to that of
Hamilton, in which a hook
is mounted to the end of a

rod, the end of the rod
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being cut into a triangular
shape. The hook is then

inserted into the mouth of
a fish. A manual lever is

then moved to deflect the
end of the rod into the
throat of the fish. The

lever is also provided with
teeth which rotate about

the end of the rod to
ensure that the teeth are
moved out of the throat of
the fish. Again, this device
requires moving parts and
is mechanically complex.
A still further approach is

shown 648931e174
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connect using the azure management portal and connect using the
same username and password of azure subscription. How do I get
the user name and password from azure subscription so that the

deployment will connect to azure in the same way I connect using
the management portal? A: To get this information you can use the
following REST API: Basic operation code for this API is POST. Here
is a sample request that adds an Identity Administrator role to the

default site: POST HTTP/1.1 Host: management.azure.com Content-
Type: application/json User-Agent: azsdk-python-azure-mgmt-
webapp/1.0.0b1 Python/3.7.3 (Windows-10-10.0.19041-SP0)

Authorization: Bearer ya29.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Content-
Length: 261 Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate X-MsDeploy-ServiceUrl:

X-MsDeploy-Acl: Secured { "assignmentId": "0fb35f4d-
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the move to GOLF Europe’s newest radio station RÜSTAR Radio,

Iceland’s second-largest radio station, will be broadcasting from the
RÜSTAR Innovation Park in Hafnarfjörður, Iceland’s largest town and

the administrative capital of North-West Iceland, by the end of
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